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ABSTRACT
This paper provides a framework for understanding Twitter as a historical source. We address digital humanities scholars to enable the transfer of concepts from traditional source criticism to new media formats, and to encourage the preservation of Twitter as a cultural artifact. Twitter has established itself as a key social media platform which plays an important role in public, real-time conversation. Twitter is also unique as its content is being archived by a public institution (the Library of Congress). In this paper we will show that we still have to assume that much of the contextual information beyond the pure tweet texts is already lost, and propose additional objectives for preservation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Scholars in the field of history have so far rarely studied user-generated online content from social media. Although historians are well represented in digital humanities initiatives, their focus is mainly on transferring existing sources into digital formats (through digitization projects, e.g. for digital editions) rather than on discovering new sources of historically important material online. But recently, interest in understanding the value of social media or other Internet data as historical sources has emerged amongst the historian community [15; 18; 40]. Social media can be considered as a new entry point to our “collective memory” and thus broaden historical practices such as those suggested by [2]. This paper demonstrates why Twitter should be considered a particularly valuable source on history-as-it-happens – and what challenges we need to solve today in order to avoid losing the information it contains for future historians.

User-generated content is increasingly interwoven with traditional journalistic sources and mainstream media. Within the overall media ecology, Twitter has by now established itself as a key social media platform which – compared to its major competitor, Facebook – plays an especially important role in public, real-time conversation and information exchange [12; 20; 16]. Twitter should therefore be of interest not only for today’s journalists, but also for future historians: Twitter users comment on acute events (e.g. elections, natural disasters, protests, televised events) as well as on everyday life in real time; in addition, important contemporary figures like the President of the United States or the Pope are using Twitter to communicate with the public (or conversely, the public use Twitter to contact or discuss @barackobama or @pontifex).

This paper reconceptualizes Twitter as a historical source. It addresses scholars from the digital humanities who should be enabled to then transfer concepts from traditional source criticism to new media formats and user-generated content, and experts at cultural heritage institutions who could start to implement some of the suggested steps for preserving Twitter. In contrast to previous work by Risse et al. [37], this paper takes a primarily conceptual and less technical perspective, and includes more recent information on the state of archiving Twitter at the Library of Congress as well as general thoughts on preserving Twitter as a cultural artifact in its own right.

2. THE CASE FOR ARCHIVING TWITTER
2.1 Why Twitter?
Twitter is one of a number of currently prominent social media platforms that emerged in the early to mid-2000s; amongst this group are also the market leader Facebook, the visually focused Instagram (now itself owned by Facebook), and the predominantly Chinese-language platform Weibo. Common to all these platforms is a very large number of registered accounts (for Twitter, that number is now above one billion), of whom a still very substantial subset are classified as “monthly active users” who post to the platform at least once per month; the number of users who use social media platforms simply to “listen” and follow other users’ updates [14] rather than post their own is greater still. Twitter, Inc. itself currently estimates its number of monthly active users to be around 320 million [49].

Unique to Twitter is the specific communicative structure underlying the platform. While Facebook’s network – known as its “social graph” [17] – is built fundamentally around reciprocal ‘friend’ relationships and therefore privileges smaller-scale, stronger-tie networks, on Twitter it is possible to follow any of the “friend” relationships and therefore privileges smaller-scale, stronger-tie networks, on Twitter it is possible to follow any of the 95% of Twitter accounts that have chosen to make their posts globally public [10], without a need for these accounts to follow back. This creates a network structure that enables considerably larger, weaker-tie networks in which substantial numbers of users...
follow globally recognized individuals and organizations including political leaders, celebrities, news outlets, and commercial entities, as well as their own friends and acquaintances. Comprehensive studies of entire national Twitterospheres show the presence of large clusters centered around shared thematic interests from politics to sports, for instance [5].

This more widely connected, weaker-tie structure has proven to be especially responsive to breaking news events and similar rapid information cascades, facilitating the broad dissemination of emerging information within very short timeframes. Such rapid dissemination is often described using metaphors of information contagion, and ‘viral’ transmission processes have been observed for major political crises and natural disasters [21; 31; 32; 33], but also for Internet memes and other forms of popular cultural content. Their speed of dissemination is further enhanced by the use of hashtags to amplify their visibility: the inclusion of hashtags (short topical keywords prefixed with the hash symbol ‘#’) in tweets enables users to track all public tweets containing the same hashtag independent of whether they already follow the accounts posting those tweets. Hashtags and keywords or phrases that are rapidly coming into widespread use amongst global and local Twitter populations are in turn tracked and highlighted through Twitter’s own ‘trending topics’ functionality, which further amplifies their visibility and thus increases the likelihood of relevant tweets being distributed more widely. The dynamics of such rapid information dissemination have been highlighted in a number of studies [13; 8], and Twitter has been shown to be a more effective medium for such processes than its major competitor Facebook [16].

But the viral distribution of breaking news on Twitter does not constitute a purely linear, outward transmission of information to an ever-wider circle of receivers; rather, at every step of the process such information is also likely to trigger further individual responses and interpersonal discussion. Such responses may not always themselves be as widely disseminated as the original information, but they offer important first-hand insights into how individuals and groups process, interpret, and contextualize the information, but they offer important first-hand insights into how individuals and groups process, interpret, and contextualize the information they are exposed to, as indeed the dynamics of dissemination themselves point to the extent to which different items of information are perceived, evaluated, and considered to be worthy of sharing on further. For each individual decision as well as in a global aggregate, these observations thus point to the relative importance accorded to specific issues and topics by individual users and societies as a whole.

Additionally, Twitter is of course not only, and perhaps not even predominantly, a medium for the rapid dissemination of breaking news; rather, the current state of Twitter research [cf. 50; 34] shows it to be a widely and diversely used platform that caters to practices ranging from interpersonal communication to political campaigning. Recent contributions to Twitter scholarship [11] have pointed out a need to move beyond a focus on breaking news, and on the hashtags that often signify such events, in order to document more fully the lived experience of using the platform. Such work has already served to “debanalize” Twitter, as Richard Rogers has pointed out [39], by combatting the early misperception that the platform was dominated by streams of “pointless babble” [25] or of users posting pictures of their lunch; it has argued convincingly that what was misunderstood and dismissed as “pointless babble” is indeed deeply meaningful (if highly phatic and ephemeral) communication that maintains social relationships and contributes considerably to the persistence of connections within the Twitter community [29].

2.2 Twitter as a First Draft of the Present

The 500 million tweets posted every day [24] thus serve one or both of at least two major functions: in general, they constitute a first-hand record of what aspects of their daily lives and their responses to the events around them any of its 320 million monthly active users found relevant and important enough to address and share with their followers and the wider world; and in particular, they document how this widespread international usebase collectively responded to and engaged with the major local, national, and global breaking news events that they were exposed to through this and other media channels.

Both of these functions – and there is no reason to believe that these are the only possible functions the platform could serve for any one of its users – make Twitter an important medium for historians to observe and preserve. Further, the 140-character limit for individual tweets especially encourages brief, quick responses in the moment rather than the longer, more fully considered reflections after the fact that blogs, email, or offline genres such as diaries or letters would favor. This very real-time, conversational nature of communication on Twitter means that what we may observe as we engage with communication data from this platform represents a dynamic first take on experiences in everyday life and events in the news – an ad hoc interpretation that is not yet settled, and whose gradual transformation in response to further experiences and information we are able to observe, at the individual as well as at a group, community, or societal level.

Journalism has long been described as “a first rough draft of history” [41], because its need to cover the news in (at the time) daily installments necessarily meant that it had to engage in the writing of very recent history while that history itself still continued to unfold. The cycles of journalism itself have sped up with the introduction of broadcast media and 24-hour news channels in the meantime, but real-time social media platforms such as Twitter have served to increase that speed yet again, arguably beyond the capabilities of even the best-resourced news organizations: breaking news now regularly surfaces on Twitter through the “random acts of journalism” [27] committed by users who happened to be on the scene of an event, well before journalists could be mobilized to cover it, and the first Twitter comments and reflections on such events follow soon after. In so doing, Twitter serves as a medium for “ambient news” [20; 12].

We argue, therefore, that Twitter and similar social media should be understood, in a play on the earlier phrase, as providing a first draft of the present: they offer a rich, diverse, collectively authored, and comprehensive stream of real-time updates on what is happening in the world at this very moment, and on how the people to whom it is happening think and feel about it. In time, through the interplay of personal reflection and further social and mainstream media coverage, such thoughts and feelings are likely to settle into a more firmly held interpretation of these events that agrees with or opposes the journalistic coverage of the same events; even later, such accounts become the material basis upon which history itself is written. But at the time that they are observed on, and can be captured from, the Twitter stream, they remain fresh, immediate, and as yet unsettled responses.

Given the considerable role that social media play as platforms for public communication in contemporary society, there is therefore now an acute need to comprehensively archive and preserve public expression through these platforms in order to afford future historians the best possible chance to write the history of our present not just from the perspective of those few whose stories are covered in the news media, but rather by taking into account
the much broader and more diverse responses made by the many hundreds of millions who participate in platforms such as Twitter each month. To have access to these users’ immediate responses to the events around them means not to have to rely on the journalistic process and on the official historiography to reconstruct past events and their likely impact on the general population, but to have access to individuals’ and communities’ evolving views on the world around them first-hand, in their own words, on a day-by-day basis. And while all mainstream social media platforms make important contributions to that overall, fine-grained, immediate picture, we argue that because of its specific structure and affordances, and the comparative potential accessibility of its data on users’ public communicative acts, Twitter serves as an obvious starting-point for this task.

3. CURRENT APPROACHES FOR PRESERVING TWITTER

3.1 Major Challenges

Twitter therefore constitutes an important source about our present that should be preserved. Technically, it is already used to preserve collections of tweets, e.g. collections based on hashtags, users or other search criteria. However, this is restricted by regulations around the Twitter APIs, e.g. the restriction to collecting at most 1% of the current Twitter volume from the public APIs. And once the data is collected, the Twitter Terms of Service [48] impose substantial constraints on efforts to share archived data. In particular, they only allow the sharing of collections of tweet IDs instead of tweet texts themselves (with the exception of smaller collections, e.g. as Excel sheets). While this may have been established as a means to protect user privacy, it significantly hinders the preservation of Twitter data and working with archived tweet collections (see section 4.1). Despite these challenges, there are more and more individual approaches to archiving single datasets collected from Twitter for research purposes (e.g. at the ICWSM conference series [22]), or publicly shared thematic tweet collections, e.g. offered through the Internet Archive (like a collection of tweets commenting on the shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, MO, in August 2014 [44]). Also, first initiatives exist to solve more technical challenges in archiving social media content, such as the ARCOMEM project [37]. In the long run, it is desirable that such individual efforts are more and more embedded in collaborative initiatives in order to avoid them being dependent on the funding available to individual institutions or projects – and in order to make them more easily retrievable. Both the Web Observatory Community [46] and the Web Archiving community in general and the International Internet Preservation Consortium [23] in particular could act as such frameworks in the future (and have already begun to address some of these challenges).

Archiving individual datasets (e.g. defined by shared keywords or hashtags) is already challenging, although it has led to some first useful approaches. But it is an entirely different challenge to preserve Twitter itself as a cultural artifact. For this purpose, one has to face the challenge that Twitter is not only a collection of text strings with additional metadata stored in CSV or JSON files. Twitter also consists of various non-textual elements, such as (audio-)visual information (e.g. user profile pictures and the images and videos shared in tweets), of connections to content outside of Twitter (via hyperlinks in tweets or in user profiles), and of various functionalities that are embedded in the user interface (which again may vary if used on different types of devices) and that through the look and feel of the platform may influence the way in which users can interact with each other. Twitter is an interactive environment that is evolving over time, with new features being introduced and new practices emerging with its users. As it happens, Twitter users themselves have also already influenced the look and feel of the platform: hashtags, @messages and retweets were all initially invented by ordinary users, before Twitter turned them into platform features [19]. Currently, no feasible concept exists to preserve the Twitter experience itself as a whole, and not just parts of its user-generated content.

For specific case studies it does make sense to preserve single collections of tweets, but there is always the challenge of how to decide on which data to collect and preserve. It may not be possible to predict what is considered of value for the future – we can assume that the Twitter activity around some of today’s news events will be of interest for future historians, such as the Arab Spring movement or the protests at Gezi Park. But we cannot anticipate all of the possible research questions that future historians would want to ask of a Twitter database. Historians are used to working with the material they find to be available at archives or in other collections – which have never been complete. Archivists and librarians are also used to selecting the material they consider to be the most appropriate and important for preservation. One current problem is that no-one is taking care of this selection process for social media content yet, and that it might be too late to do so in the future. Preserving Twitter in its entirety would thus be the ideal scenario to ensure that it will still be of value in the future, as even collections of tweets might be of limited use if their context is lost.

By entirety, we mean the following dimensions: (1) the cultural artifact that is Twitter, with (1a) its look and feel and technical affordances over the course of time, and (1b) the broader societal context into which Twitter is embedded, including user numbers, demographics and usage practices, and (2) the Twitter data consisting of (2a) the complete collection of all user-generated content, including non-textual information and hyperlinks, and (2b) contextual information like collections of hashtags for important events or lists of usernames for important groups of users.

In light of this situation, many hope for the Library of Congress to resolve these problems [26]. However, we will show that this is currently not the case.

3.2 The Library of Congress

In 2010, Twitter Inc. announced that it would donate its entire collection of tweets to the Library of Congress (LC) for ‘preservation and research’ [43]. With this approach, Twitter became the first (and still is the only) major social media platform whose content is being archived in its entirety by a public institution. However, little is known to the public about the exact nature of this archive, and the LC has not yet opened the archive to any users. The public announcements concerning the Twitter Archive at the LC are rare. At about the same time as Twitter made its announcement about the collaboration in 2010, the LC also released a blog post and some FAQ [35; 36]. The next public announcement followed three years later with another blog post [1] and a white paper [28] on the state of the Twitter Archive – but without any details about its future availability. Zimmer [51] has discussed in some detail the challenges that the LC may be facing with this unprecedented endeavor, including privacy issues.

In the meantime, one of the authors of the present paper has conducted a research fellowship in Digital Studies at the LC’s John W. Kluge Center. An initial announcement that the Twitter Archive for the years 2006-2010 could be used during the Fellowship was soon revoked – the archive at the Library of Congress is
still not ready to be used by researchers, and it remains as uncertain as ever whether and when it will become available [30]. Based on the experiences obtained while staying at the LC we must also assume that most of the contextual information beyond the pure tweet texts and formal metadata is already lost: visual features of the platform itself are not captured, shortened URLs from tweets are not resolved, and the Websites, images and videos referenced by such URLs are not stored, for example. To the best of our knowledge, the Library of Congress is obtaining the data via Twitter, Inc.’s subsidiary data reseller GNIP in a specific, text-based format, and is currently storing incoming tweets on various tapes (for tweets collected in a certain period of time) in a non-searchable way. The preservation of such core materials is certainly welcome in its own right, but an archive that remains inaccessible and omits key contextual elements from capture is only of limited value to future historians. We therefore have to consider additional approaches and initiatives for truly preserving Twitter.

3.3 Observing the Evolution of a Social Media Platform?

In order to preserve social media platforms such as Twitter as evolving cultural artifacts of their own, we need more critical thoughts in line with what Rogers [38] calls “site biography”. Little practical guidance is available for approaches to this mission, and those who want to attempt it will have to find useful sources that enable them to understand the evolutionary processes in the first place. Such resources may be announcements from the official Twitter blog on the introduction of new features (e.g. [47]), or related news reports (e.g. recent reports on the Twitter, Inc.’s changing of the symbol for favorited tweets [3]). It may also be interesting to study introductory books on Twitter usage for different audiences (such as “Twitter for Dummies”) as they may contain screenshots of what Twitter looked like in the past. Similarly, various YouTube videos exist that demonstrate how to use certain features of Twitter – which can even more vividly illustrate the evolving look and feel of the platform over the course of time. An additional source for such a project might be the Internet Archive’s captures of the Twitter Website – although this is highly limited by the fact that the underlying archiving software Heretrix is not designed for capturing dynamic content. But in addition to the other sources mentioned so far, the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine includes a structured timeline which may enable tracing back single features or interface changes to a particular point in time. Finally, it might be useful to capture usage practices by interviewing different types of Twitter users.

4. WHAT DO WE loose?

4.1 The Dark Ages of Twitter: What is already lost?

Those historians who care for born-digital documents as historical artifacts already consider the early years of the WWW as the “Dark Ages of Internet History” [15; 18]: even with the current efforts of the Web Archiving community it will not be possible to restore some of the very early contents of the WWW. The same is likely for the history of Twitter: with the current setup, we can assume that we are already losing much of Twitter’s unique look and feel. However, if considerable efforts are undertaken, it may still be possible to reconstruct the major steps of Twitter’s evolution. Nevertheless, the following data are highly at risk of being permanently lost, with all of them contributing to the diffusion of context and thus complicating all present and future efforts to make sense of single tweets or tweet collections:

1. Deleted tweets: if a user decides to delete single tweets, or his/her entire Twitter account with all tweets, those tweets are supposed to also be deleted from all datasets collected from Twitter. By archiving the tweet ID only one will have to go back to the Twitter API and collect all again based on their ID (a process sometimes referred to as rehydrating of tweets) – which will only return tweets that have not been deleted in the meantime. This creates a major challenge, as in some cases, deleted tweets might be the most interesting to future historians – e.g. in cases of controversial statements by important public figures like politicians, or in case of eye-witnesses of critical events (while in other cases tweets may just be deleted to correct a typo). This current practice means that in principle, all tweet collections that respect the practice of archiving and sharing IDs only are at risk of becoming useless – either because at some point there might not be a Twitter API from which to collect the tweet content, or because crucial information is no longer available after tweets have been deleted. First experiments show that even within a few months, large numbers of IDs no longer retrieve any tweets from the API. Summers reports his attempts to “rehydrate” a dataset about the attacks on the offices of Charlie Hebdo in early 2015: less than two months after the release of the initial dataset, more than 8% of the tweets could no longer be rehydrated [45].

2. URLs: Links to external Websites are an important element of tweets. Often, these links have been processed by URL shorteners in order to better fit the limit of 140 characters per tweet. If the URL shortener services are suspended, it may no longer be possible to look up a shortened URL from a tweet, and the link is broken. But even if the link is still working, the Website that was linked to might already be gone. Bruns & Highfield encountered this problem in processing a dataset on the 2012 US presidential election: shortly after the election, the losing Mitt Romney campaign decommissioned its custom URL shortener, which made it impossible to resolve the mi.tt short URLs contained in tweets posted by the campaign [7].

3. Audiovisual information: As of the time of writing we are not aware of any approaches to preserve the images or videos which are included in tweets. The free Twitter APIs and the Firehose access through GNIP provide text-based information only, so that this is the typical format that researchers work with today and that is being archived for future use. If no additional measures are considered to preserve such audiovisual information, it may be lost completely.

4.2 Next Steps for Preserving Twitter as a Historical Source

Based on the previous analysis, we suggest the following practical steps to support the preservation of Twitter and its data in a form that will be useful for future historians and critical source studies.

1. Document Twitter’s evolution from today on and trace back its history as completely as possible (starting with the steps described). Ideally this should also comprise technical details, such as API functionalities.

2. Collect and document available information about Twitter’s role in society and in the broader media ecology. A first step would be detailed information on user demographics (also in relation of different populations, e.g. by countries).

3. Important actors (persons as well as institutions) should be identified on Twitter, and their Twitter handles should be recorded. In some case, even official accounts change their Twitter user name (we have observed this for the Twitter handles of major football clubs, for example [9]) – and information
about which actor used which handle at a certain point in time will be both highly valuable and difficult to identify in the future. The profile pages of these actors should be accessed and documented on a regular basis. This includes visually capturing the look of the profile page, including profile images and texts used in self-descriptions. Lists of elite users could be provided and shared, including political and societal leaders.

4. One may even consider whether all verified accounts should be treated this way. A useful step would be if Twitter would exclude tweets from verified accounts from its policy that only tweet IDs may be shared. Verified accounts are less afflicted by privacy concerns (as their owners should be well aware of the publicness of their tweets), and are more likely to be of importance for studies on contemporary events.

5. Important events should be monitored. Apart from the possibility to collect tweets for single events, it will be useful to document important background information such as hashtags (e.g. for cases in which different hashtags are used over the course of time, such as the Arab Spring – which started with the hashtag #jan25 before turning to different hashtags such as #egypt and #arabspring) or other contextual information, such as that Twitter was shut down in Turkey in light of the protests at Gezi park.

6. Finally, guidelines for applying concepts of source criticism need to be discussed and validated with the help of historians or the digital humanities community. A basis for this effort could be the guidelines for verifying sources or trustworthy information used by journalists (e.g. [42]).

The measures listed here would mainly be useful to preserve information about Twitter as a cultural artifact and about specific Twitter use cases – which both constitute important contextual backgrounds needed for working with Twitter data in the future. In terms of archiving the actual Twitter data we note here that none of these efforts are able to do more than capture specific, highly limited subsets of the entire Firehose of all global tweets, however, and would therefore omit substantial volumes of material that may be considered to be of future historical significance. A convincing argument could be made that the considerable efforts that would have to go into determining the specific populations of user accounts or selections of topical keywords and hashtags to track would be better spent on developing the means to reliably archive the full Twitter Firehose on an ongoing basis, rather than on the technologies required to filter it down to smaller, incomplete subsets. Such comprehensive rather than selective capturing of research data, to be searched or filtered by researchers at a later date, is in line with the overall “computational turn” towards the digital humanities [4].

As the much-anticipated Twitter Archive project at the Library of Congress by now appears to have stalled indefinitely, there remains a significant need for renewed efforts from other parties, including both national libraries and major research institutions. One of the authors of the present paper is leading an effort to identify and track the public tweeting activities of all Australian Twitter accounts, in collaboration with the National Library of Australia; to do so preserves at least one entire national subset of global Twitter activity [6]. To date, this project has captured some one billion tweets from 2.8 million identified Australian accounts.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The saying that “history is written by the winners” has been variously attributed to Winston Churchill, George Orwell, and Walter Benjamin; ironically, that uncertainty demonstrates that a more accurate rephrasing might state that history is written by those whose written records survive intact. This is certainly true throughout most of human history: we know a great deal less about the illiterate peasants than about the literate ruling classes of earlier ages, and even more recent, more enlightened centuries have still seen a highly divergent level of preservation for the historical records of political and societal leaders as compared to everyday citizens, much to the frustration of social historians who are seeking to understand the full range of the lived experiences of people at any given time in recent history.

As we have demonstrated here, the wholesale archiving of social media content from platforms such as Twitter, which from a technical perspective is now well within our capabilities, would contribute substantially to capturing and preserving present-day history even before it becomes history, generating a rich and detailed record of the everyday communicative activities of users ranging from ordinary people to world leaders in their fields. Such live archiving of social media content could begin with Twitter not because it is the largest and most important social medium presently in existence, but because for practical, ethical, and privacy reasons it poses the least significant challenges: the full global Firehose of all tweets is available at least in principle, if not readily accessible to everyone, and the simple privacy controls embraced by the platform mean that it may be reasonably assumed that the vast majority of the content posted by users that is public is also meant to be public, and thus appropriate to archive and preserve. (Further extensions of social media archiving initiatives, however, should certainly strive to progress well beyond Twitter and tackle the challenges inherent in archiving other currently leading platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, and Weibo, as well as yet others that may emerge in the future.)

As we have shown, the continuous archiving of the Twitter Firehose will serve to capture an unfolding history-as-it-happens, with unprecedented immediacy: the very liveness of Twitter’s real-time stream of posts that range from highly personal comments to updates on global news events means that it represents a historical record that has yet to settle and be accepted as history in the full sense of the term – as we have described it above, what Twitter provides is not even a first draft of history, as journalism has been said to do, but a first draft of the present. Far from devaluing the archiving task we have sketched out here, the unsettled nature of the live history that the Twitter stream depicts is one of its greatest assets: it is fundamentally impossible to determine at the time that events unfold what historical impact they may come to have, so the only option that remains is for us to preserve today whatever we can, in order to give future historians access to the richest and most comprehensive archives of life in the early twenty-first century that it is possible to create.

We suggest, therefore, that there is an acute need to tackle the project of comprehensively archiving Twitter – and its broader communicative context – as soon as possible; not just because of their past performance, but also as a matter of principle we cannot, and should not, wait for the Library of Congress and Twitter, Inc. to solve this issue for us. Recent estimates suggest that more than 500 million new tweets are posted each day [24]; this figure indicates the magnitude of historical information that is lost to future generations the longer we delay addressing this task. We would argue that the present-day community of Internet researchers and digital humanities scholars has a duty to tackle these issues without delay: we owe it to future historians to do so.
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